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A 
Framework for K–12 Science Education 

(Framework; NRC 2012) paints a new 

vision for science education that moves 

classroom teaching from the presentation of 

numerous disconnected science concepts to the 

development of learning environments in which 

students use disciplinary core ideas (DCIs), sci-

ence and engineering practices, and crosscutting 

concepts to make sense of real-world phenomena 

or to design solutions to problems. A phenomenon 

is anything that can be observed and repeated. 

The Framework focuses on a limited number of 

core ideas that students draw on to explain and 

predict phenomena that they encounter in their 

daily lives. Moreover, these core ideas build a 

conceptual tool kit that will allow students to 

continue learning, exploring, and explaining 

throughout their lives.

In the last 20 years, the fields of science and 

engineering have progressed rapidly, result-

ing in knowledge and explanations that have 

pushed the frontiers of science and engineering 

in new directions. Consider the changes that have 

occurred over the past decade just in our ability 

to send information wirelessly across the globe. 

Concurrently, research in cognitive science, the 

learning sciences, and science education has 

shown that for knowledge to be useful, students 

need to learn ideas in greater depth. The Frame-
work puts forth a set of DCIs that students learn 

progressively over the course of schooling. This 

book presents insights into the meaning of those 

DCIs and their components, as well as the impor-

tance of the DCIs in making sense of phenomena 

and finding solutions to problems. The authors 

of the various chapters expand on the ideas pre-

sented in the Framework to provide a deeper, more 

comprehensive explanation of the core ideas and 

further insights into what they mean for teaching 

and learning at the various grade bands (NGSS 

Lead States 2013). This book also highlights an 

important shift in emphasis in the Framework 
compared to prior standards.

The Framework identifies three key dimensions 

for student learning of science: DCIs, science and 

engineering practices, and crosscutting concepts. 

Although each of the dimensions is critical on its 

own, they all work together to support students 
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in explaining phenomena or designing solutions 

to problems. This knowledge-in-use perspective 

is one of the most significant changes described 

in the Framework and the NGSS. This integration 

is referred to as three-dimensional learning. This 

book focuses primarily on the DCIs, but because 

they work together with crosscutting concepts and 

science and engineering practices, it makes sense 

to mention the other two dimensions when dis-

cussing these core ideas and strategies for address-

ing them through instruction.

The DCIs were identified as part of the Frame-
work committee’s charge. Design teams of national 

experts for each of the disciplines—physical sci-

ences, life sciences, Earth and space sciences, and 

engineering—were tasked with identifying a 

maximum of four core ideas in each area. Imagine 

how challenging it was for these teams to reduce 

their field to just four central ideas. Once identi-

fied, these ideas were discussed by the Framework
committee and then vetted publicly by individu-

als and organizations. In response to the vetting, 

the DCIs were modified and changed. After the 

Framework committee revised the core ideas, these 

and the other two dimensions were approved by 

the National Academy of Sciences.

What Are the Disciplinary Core 
Ideas?
The Framework stresses the importance of a small 

number of DCIs in science and engineering to 

support students in explaining and predicting 

phenomena and in designing solutions to prob-

lems that students encounter in their daily lives. 

These core ideas also form a strong foundation 

that allows individuals to continue learning 

throughout their lives. The Framework stresses the 

importance of building these ideas across time 

to support deeper and more meaningful under-

standings and of forming connections between 

the ideas so that students can apply their knowl-

edge to novel situations. As such, DCIs serve as 

the major organizer of concepts and allow learn-

ers to make connections and further refine and 

enhance their ideas.

DCIs are critical within and across the various 

science disciplines. If you think of a discipline in 

which you have expertise, you can imagine the 

DCIs for that area because they form the net-

work of understanding that allows you to explain 

phenomena. Most individuals who have a back-

ground in chemistry think of matter and how it 

changes; those in physics think of energy and 

force and motion; people in biology think of evo-

lution; and those in the Earth sciences think of 

Earth systems. Meanwhile, engineers typically 

think of design processes.

Core ideas are powerful in that they are central 

to the disciplines of science, provide explanations 

of phenomena, and are the building blocks for 

learning within a discipline (Stevens, Sutherland, 

and Krajcik 2009). For example, electrical interac-

tions (DCI PS2: Motion and Stability: Forces and 

Interactions) that occur at the molecular level can 

explain diverse phenomena such as the boiling of 

water and the folding of proteins. In the Earth and 

space sciences, the core idea of Earth’s dynamic 

systems (DCI ESS2: Earth’s Systems) explains 

not only the causes of local weather phenomena 

that we experience every day but also the ways 

that the environmental conditions combine to 

create specific ecosystems and how energy is dis-

tributed across the globe. In the life sciences, the 

inheritance of traits (DCI LS3: Heredity: Inheri-

tance and Variation of Traits) can explain diverse 

phenomena such as the observable differences 
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and similarities of individuals within families 

and the likelihood of a species becoming extinct.

According to the Framework (NRC 2012), a DCI

• has broad importance across multiple 

sciences or engineering disciplines or 

is a key organizing principle of a single 

discipline,

• provides a key tool for understanding or 

investigating more complex ideas and 

solving problems,

• relates to the interests and life experiences 

of students or is connected to societal or 

personal concerns that require scientific or 

technological knowledge, and

• is teachable and learnable over multiple 

grades at increasing levels of depth and 

sophistication.

The design teams used these characteristics 

in developing the core ideas for each discipline. 

Figure 1.1 presents the DCIs. Each area has a max-

imum of four ideas, which themselves have two 

or more components associated with them. These 

components will be discussed in subsequent 

chapters. The appendix (pp.  283–284) provides 

the components of each DCI.

Focusing on few powerful ideas allows learn-

ers to develop the depth and integration of con-

cepts needed to learn more and use what they 

know throughout their lives in future learning or 

for careers. As such, the DCIs are essential. Build-

ing understanding of the DCIs is critical because 

it allows learners to solve real-world problems 

and further develop understanding in conjunc-

tion with the science and engineering practices 

and crosscutting concepts. Because of their power 

to explain phenomena, DCIs serve as important 

intellectual tools. This foundation will allow all 

learners to make civic and personal decisions 

based on a stronger base of science and engineer-

ing knowledge. For some, this will be vital for 

future careers or further education.

Importantly, DCIs differ from the presenta-

tion of science concepts in previous standards 

in three key ways: First, many of the DCIs are 

reflective of shifts in how the idea is framed, in 

terms of what and how particular aspects of the 

FIGURE 1.1

Disciplinary Core Ideas

Physical sciences

PS1: Matter and its interactions

PS2: Motion and stability: Forces and interactions

PS3: Energy

PS4: Waves and their applications in technologies for 
information transfer

Life sciences

LS1: From molecules to organisms: Structures and 
processes

LS2: Ecosystems: Interactions, energy, and dynamics

LS3: Heredity: Inheritance and variation of traits

LS4: Biological evolution: Unity and diversity

Earth and space sciences

ESS1: Earth's place in the universe

ESS2: Earth's systems

ESS3: Earth and human activity

Engineering, technology, and applications of science

ETS1: Engineering design

ETS2: Links among engineering, technology, science, and 
society
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concept are emphasized. For example, in the 

physical sciences core idea of energy (PS3), the 

Framework emphasizes the idea that “interac-

tions of objects can be explained and predicted 

using the concept of transfer of energy from one 

object or system of objects to another. The total 

energy within a defined system changes only 

by the transfer of energy into or out of the sys-

tem” (NRC 2012, p. 120). In essence, the focus on 

energy in the Framework is on how it exists in the 

interactions between objects and that it is con-

served and can be accounted for within closed 

systems as it changes forms. This is a distinctly 

different kind of understanding of energy than 

what was included in previous standards and 

is typically presented in most science classes. 

These prior presentations of energy conveyed 

it as existing in different forms (light, heat, 

motion, etc.), and the focus was on transforma-

tion between forms rather than on conservation. 

Other DCIs across disciplines reflect similar 

shifts in how a concept is reframed differently 

from previous learning goals.

A second key adjustment in DCIs is in what 
concepts are central to the discipline. In the Earth 

and space sciences, for example, the DCI of Earth 

and Human Activity has been added as an area 

of emphasis. Specifically, the concept of global 

climate change related to human activity is now 

included as a central component of this DCI. This 

is distinctly different from earlier science stan-

dards, in which exploration of human effects on 

climate was relegated to a “science in personal 

and social perspectives” discussion (NRC 1996, 

p. 16) and not included as part of the formal cur-

riculum. Similar shifts within each discipline are 

found throughout the DCIs in what is now con-

sidered a central idea but wasn’t before.

A third change is in when particular ideas are 

taught. For example, by the end of 8th grade the 

DCI LS3.A: Inheritance of Traits involves under-

standing that “each distinct gene chiefly controls 

the production of a specific protein, which in turn 

affects the traits of the individual (e.g., human 

skin color results from the actions of proteins that 

control the production of the pigment melanin),” 

(NRC 2012, p. 159). The prior standards had a 

similar expectation but for much later, by the end 

of 12th grade: “The genetic information stored in 

DNA is used to direct the synthesis of the thou-

sands of proteins that each cell requires” (NRC 

1996, p. 184). At the middle school level, the prior 

standards did not expect students to reason about 

genes as instructions for making proteins. Rather, 

they presented genes as units of information for 

traits without opening up the black box of the 

underlying mechanism for how genes bring about 

these traits (i.e., via the proteins they encode). The 

NGSS, with their emphasis on explaining phe-

nomena, envisage that students will understand 

some of the key aspects of the genetic mechanism 

earlier. Similar revisions to when specific com-

ponent ideas of DCIs are discussed occur in the 

other disciplines as well.

Given the examples shown above about the 

differences between the old and new standards, 

when examining the DCIs within a content area 

it is critical to be aware of the nature of these 

shifts and to adjust instruction and assessment 

accordingly.

Three-Dimensional Learning
Although the DCIs are essential, they serve as only 

one dimension necessary for students to develop 

usable knowledge. Elements of the science and 

engineering practices, DCIs, and crosscutting 
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concepts work together to support students in 

three-dimensional learning to make sense of 

phenomena or design solutions. Research in the 

teaching and learning of science shows that teach-

ing content in isolation from how to use it results 

in disconnected ideas that learners find difficult 

to use and apply (NRC 2007). Similarly, using a 

science process in isolation of ideas leads to learn-

ing how to carry out a procedure without know-

ing why or when to use it. DCIs and crosscutting 

concepts work with the science and engineering 

practices to form understanding that is usable 

and can be further developed. You cannot learn 

the ideas of science apart from the doing, and you 

cannot learn the practices of science apart from 

the core ideas.

An analogy of preparing a really great meal 

can help one understand what three-dimensional 

learning is all about. Joe, one of the editors of this 

book, loves to cook and has found the following 

analogy helpful to others: Think of knowing how 

to do various techniques in the kitchen, such as 

kneading bread, cutting tomatoes, beating an egg, 

frying or roasting meat, and so on. These kitchen 

practices are like the science and engineering prac-

tices. You could know how to do all of these and 

still not be able to prepare a good meal. Now think 

about picking out great ingredients and knowing 

how those ingredients work together to form a 

delicious dish. You want a top-shelf piece of fish 

or poultry, some fresh vegetables, and well-made 

pasta. These are like your DCIs. DCIs are essential 

to explaining a number of phenomena; your main 

ingredients are essential to preparing a fantastic 

dinner. But just as the DCIs work with practices 

to help students make sense of phenomena and 

design solutions, the main ingredient is not as 

good if you don’t use proper cooking techniques. 

But, even with these two elements, something 

is still missing. The food tastes bland. To make 

it really stand out, spices and herbs are needed. 

Crosscutting concepts are like your seasonings 

because they work across and are essential to all 

the disciplines. Cooking techniques, quality of the 

main ingredients, and condiments work together 

to make a delectable meal. Similarly, to make 

sense of phenomena and design solutions to prob-

lems, all three dimensions need to work together. 

This builds the type of understanding that will 

be usable throughout a person’s life. Similar to 

the process of how one learns to do science, Joe 

learned to cook by working with his mother for 

a number of years. He discovered the importance 

of slowly simmering a tomato sauce and the feel 

of dough when enough flour has been added. 

Such practices do not happen in isolation. He now 

tries to pass down this knowledge by having his 

own children help prepare family meals. Joe also 

learned to cook by sharing what he does with 

others, seeing their reactions, and listening to 

what they have to say about their experiences. 

Over the years, by engaging with others, Joe has 

become a better cook. Three-dimensional learning 

and the process of building knowledge in science 

are similar: They do not happen in isolation.

An important aspect of three-dimensional 

learning that bears emphasis is the core aim of 

science as a knowledge-building endeavor and 

the critical role that the community of practicing 

scientists plays in this endeavor. Like the cook-

ing example above, building expertise in science 

does not happen in isolation. Rather, the process 

of developing new knowledge in science depends 

on the presentation and critique of new ideas 

in the form of explanations and models. These 

explanations and models are human inventions; 

we cannot see atoms, genes, or gravity. Our sci-

entific models involve interpretation of data as 
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evidence in support of these explanations. To 

ensure that the knowledge generated from obser-

vations and experiments is valid and reliable, sci-

entists vet these ideas by presenting them to the 

community for critique. It is through critique, 

argumentation, and the evaluation of alternative 

explanations and models that the best ideas rise 

to the top. With enough evidentiary support, our 

most robust and productive ideas become estab-

lished theories. However, this process is only pos-

sible within a community that has shared goals 

and norms about scientific inquiry and how to 

develop sound scientific knowledge (i.e., what 

counts as good evidence, models, and argu-

ments). Three-dimensional learning entails creat-

ing a similar knowledge-building community in 

the science classroom. Instead of telling students 

what the established scientific models are, the 

goal is for students to develop (with support) 

these ideas for themselves through exploration of 

evidence and vetting of ideas, just as scientists do. 

Engaging students with the Framework’s science 

and engineering practices means having students 

work together to explore, explain, and understand 

real-world phenomena, and through critique and 

argumentation build the concepts captured by 

the DCIs.

How the Disciplinary Core Ideas 
Develop Across Grades
An important characteristic of the DCIs reflected 

in the Framework is that they are not stand-alone, 

individual facts that students come to “know” as 

the result of one lesson or across one grade. Rather, 

DCIs develop in ways that become progressively 

more sophisticated as students use the ideas to 

make sense of new phenomena or problems across 

the grade levels. What do we mean by sophis-

ticated? Students’ explanations become deeper 

and broader, allowing them to explain more fully 

the causes and consequences of a wider array of 

related phenomena. Sophistication is not the same 

as accruing more details; rather, it is about open-

ing black boxes and understanding more of the 

mechanisms that underlie a range of phenomena.

Let’s look at a physical science example of 

how ideas become more sophisticated across 

time. Students in K–2 first develop a descrip-

tive model of matter. They can describe matter 

as solid and predict that some solids, such as 

ice, will melt when heated but that others, such 

as paper, will burst into flames, while still oth-

ers will become hot but appear not to change. At 

the grade 3–5 level, this descriptive explanation 

begins to give way to a more explanatory model 

as students develop a particle model of matter 

that provides a richer explanation of what hap-

pens when a substance is heated and changes 

from a solid to a liquid. They can use the model 

to describe a substance as being made of invis-

ible particles too small to see and to clarify that 

in the solid state, the particles are held together 

in a rigid manner, whereas in the liquid state they 

can slide past one another. At the grade 6–8 level, 

students’ models of how matter interacts become 

even richer and can explain a broader set of phe-

nomena. They now develop understanding that 

these invisible particles are made of atoms, that 

these atoms can combine in particular ways to 

form molecules, and that the collection of similar 

molecules form substances with unique proper-

ties. Students can use these ideas of atoms and 

molecules to explain that in a chemical reaction, 

the atoms that make up molecules rearrange to 

form new molecules (but none are lost). The col-

lection of these new molecules exhibits different 
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properties than the initial materials. The forma-

tion of these molecules explains the variety of 

materials that exist in the world. At the grade 

9–12 level, students’ models of matter become 

even more sophisticated in that they can now 

provide reasons for why certain atoms will join 

together to form a molecule while others will not.

Similarly, in the life sciences, students in the 

very early grades begin noticing patterns of simi-

larities and differences between parents and off-

spring and between siblings. At this point, the 

explanations they form are about these similari-

ties and differences and not about causes beyond 

noting that parents and offspring share genes. In 

late elementary school, students come to see genes 

as having information about traits, which begins 

to open the black box of how genes bring about 

our traits. As students progress through middle 

school, their understandings of the genetic infor-

mation become more constrained, and they come 

to view genes as having instructions for proteins. 

Understanding genes and proteins can help stu-

dents explain a variety of genetic phenomena, 

such as the missing insulin proteins in those with 

diabetes and the misshaped hemoglobin protein 

in individuals with sickle cell anemia. Lastly, at 

the high school level, students add to their devel-

oping explanations the role of environmental 

factors in turning genes on and off or altering 

the genetic instructions. Thus, over the course 

of schooling, students develop explanations 

that feature more of the causal mechanism that 

underlies many of the genetic phenomena they 

observed in the early grades.

From a developmental perspective, as students 

progress in their schooling, their understanding 

of the DCIs needs to become more complex and 

sophisticated. With this comes a growing depth 

of the crosscutting concepts and science practices. 

This developmental perspective takes into 

account the initial ideas that students bring with 

them and leverages these ideas and experiences 

toward more sophisticated conceptual models as 

the students progress in schooling. Ideas become 

more connected and useful as tools for addressing 

complex real-world problems and phenomena.

The developmental perspective also stresses 

that teaching more content devoid from the use 

of those ideas does not allow students to explain 

or reason about phenomena. Students can mem-

orize the points of the theory while not under-

standing the phenomena that the theory is trying 

to explain. Moreover, learning more details about 

a concept may hinder understanding of the big 

idea because one loses the forest for the trees. We 

can all think back to our schooling when we suc-

cessfully memorized facts to pass a test but had 

no understanding of why that idea was useful or 

how to use it to solve real problems. When the 

Framework refers to deepening understanding, it 

is therefore not simple addition of details but an 

expanding explanatory power, allowing students 

to better explain the causes and effects of phe-

nomena in the contexts in which they occur.

The Structure of This Book
This book is divided into four sections. The first 

focuses on delving deeper into physical sciences 

core ideas that explain phenomena such as why 

ice freezes and how information can be sent 

around the world wirelessly. The second looks at 

the core ideas in the life sciences that can be used 

to explain why we look similar to but not identical 

to our parents, how human behavior is affecting 

ecosystems around the globe, and how organ-

isms evolved to inhabit every part of our planet. 

The third section on the Earth and space sciences 
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